
－German would determine mankind destiny ？！－ '09/2/12~16.

Who dominate world now ?.What do they intend?.Then the kernel nation may be

USA in which major ancestry race is not Anglo-Saxson,but German such as

Rockfeller(the King in USA who monopolize overwhelming wealth in USA) and Bush

family(skull & bonnes initiated the CIA by secret importing NAZIS persons after

the war(operation paper clipp) and the illegal invasions on Afganistan and Iraq).

After the war,German had deeply regreted the war criminal especially for Jew

masaacre,while an organized undergroud movement for the revenge seemed having

been initiated and connected with German American.Their invisible international

power never can be neglected any more now.CIA now is a NAZIS modernized.

❶The evil millitary-industry-CIA complex(MIC):

The most singularity of us mankind as an animal is making wars.In today of

properous capitalims world,the center of making war at present point is not

nations themselves,but military industry and the relative in natitons behind.

For an example,the 9/11 terror was not a criminal of Muslim,but that of MIC in

USA.They had become in severe ficancial state due to disarment policy in Clinton

goverment and wished war making against middle east nations.Cosequently the

unprecedental and outrageous disasters were played by their concpiracy senario

which has been CIA's main tasks of very skill.Once we looked for many conflicts

in the world,we never fail to detect conspiracies stimulating hates among people

due to various causes.Most of those are conspired to make wars for the benefits

of death merchants and the relatives.

Hereupon author must refer to the supreme final event of apocaliptic one.It's a

climate catastrophe not by gradual global warming,but by abrupt arising fire

ball earth due to hudge amount of methan gas eruption in Arctic basin where

temperature rise is faster than any other zone on globe.It would be so to say a

global gas chamber extincting most of life on earth.Then the most remarkable

affair is neglecting the fact by global established media who has been knowing

it very well.It's the invisible world war the 3rd or the final.Then we could not

help to wonder whether they wish own suicide,or own survibe with others

masscre.Here is a notable symbolic evidence.It was a TV commercial secen by

German automobile makder in Japan in few years ago.
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It's also an extremley outrageous nuisance for most of people on this globe.

❷German has been relating with the international right-wig movement:

⑴USA is not a nation of Anglo-Saxon,but rather that of German<NAZIS now>.

Now author have to confess the serious future problem of mankind destiny,

which has been deeply relating with German people in domestic and abroad.

Today,most of people on globe consider that world has been mainly leaded(ruled)

by UK(the past) and USA(now).It's also called the domination of Anglo-Saxon with

Jew.However in authors view point,it should be included also German<fig1>.

Because USA today considered to be dominated by Anglo-Saxon,but the major racial

composition of USA is not Anglo-Saxon,but is German:the largest self-reported

ancestry group in the United States, accounting for 49 million people, or 17% of

the U.S. population.Thus USA is rather a nation of German people.

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_American>.Especially Rockfeller the king of

USA and George Bush the worst politician are notable hereditary familes.

According to authors experience,German has been

acting the international right wing movements

countering that of left in the world.The typical

example is the secret society skull and bonnes

became famous due to the Bush,whose phylosophy

is outrageous that "⑴people and nation are being

exploited by dictator nobility hereditary".

Or "⑵perpetual struggle against enemies set up".All of them were due to

G.W.F.Hoelgel the Preusen phylosopher in 18 century.His climax may be as follows.

The stage is a narrow and dangerous road on edge of cliff.A man stand near a

car,when dark big clouds suddenly appeared in over all sky with heavy rain and

wind.He started his car to rush through the dangerous and heavy foggy rain with

wind,and eventually have succeeded to pass safely through there.The last scene

is his simle of success and reliefe.It's a most favorite story for them,is'nt it.

To tell for so called global warming,it's almost giantic decieving world where

effective facts has been concieling for peoples.For an example,the effctive and

actual carbon reduction rate is 80％ to stop global temperature rise.Yes,

certainly it shall disable most entrepreneures activities.Without this global

policy,the world could not stop to encounter hudge amount of methan eruption

from Arctic into where global surplus heat entirely flow.Hudge amount of methan

clathrate is extremely and thermally unstable. Those are like as bombs.
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－Established Classified Society－ fig2

(people are devided to those who dominate and who are dominated＝Satan Ideology)
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"An era of peace without conflicts is mere a white page in history.It is too

tedious and not suitable for mankind".They are told becoming unrest in peace.

Then note that it is entirely up side down in common sense of normal people.

The most and typical realization is the CIA which was initiated by Bush family

the skull and bonnes.Consequently USA afrer the war had become nation fascism

invisible(MIC),which was accused by German American president Eisenhower(1961).

⑵Perpetual Subversive activities on liberation acts in the world(USA watch dog):

Dynamics of modern history is a conflicting between capitalism & communism.

A high status entrepreneurs(imperials) has been fear for losing their wealth and

status hereditary by communism(anti-communism).Western world's attitude against

communism has been thoroughly at everywhere.Especially in USA,it has generally

been gripped in their gut as stick with prosperity as carrot.Then CIA has always

been invisible advance guard at every time and every place in the world.Their

blindly activities are insidious and cruel against liberation acts.It need a

book to descibe their deatilas.History after the war seems almost that of

struggles between nobility fascism CIA and peoples liberation activities.

❸The highest priority target of now CIA is concealing climate catastrophe:

⑴They could not stop pulutocracy of profitable capitalism regime:

It is not recent days that author(physicist) had known hidden science anti-

integrity.That is,in Euro-USA domination,there are many facts hidden by certain

power which globally dominate mass medias and politics(a cobody).Retrospecting

history,it had been dictatorships by kings and nobilities.Certanly Industrial

revolusion with capitalism had succeeded to make people relatively rich,while

the minor genuine dominators had become extremely rich.Thus,to tell the facts,

Euro-USA sophisticated denmocracy has been superficial,but not actual.
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As you see in fig2,the power of rich is due to their wealth to manage mass media

and politics(pulutocracy).Then the origin is entirely due to capitalism engine.

Hence so long as they adhere their stutus,the mechanism could not stop by anyhow.

⑵Invisible mad groupe conspiring secret of climate change catastrophe(CCC):

Since author had noticed CCC,his work encountered more frequently obstacle acts.

In those behind,he also had noticed being of certain groupe with unified will.

⒜The established mass media of big capital,national broadcasting.Their

insidious trick is occasionally "indicate" some facts to get peoples favour.

Most of times are spared for making people innocent with amusument & gossip.

⒝However it is also impossible to suppress all persons who detect facts.

Then they as minolity are being inspected and suppressed by CIA and the agents.

Yes,in this world,betrayers collapsed or threatened are surprisingly many.

⒞Author had noticed being of CIA in Japan 40 years ago in joint venture.com

with USA,since then he also noticed deep connection of CIA with German.As for

those,he can concretely point out.They has also two faces like as Japanese.

After the war,GHQ(general head quater by Maqther) had established conspiracy

network for dominating Japan by utilizing important persons in high status in

ancient Japan regime by stick and carrot.Those who became agents were imperial

family,militallymen,police,high status beurocrats,bussiness farm,right wig

persons,..Even today,the network become nation wide and more active than past

to sustain the conservative regime invisibly contributing benefits for USA.

Then unconsious betrayers belive that following strong USA is benefit for own.

Or they frequently seems to be threatened by the political police with CIA.

Japanese has been becoming more independent and disabled in moral and ideology.

⒟Author also noticed that not only in Japan,but also in the world,such tendency

seems to be accelating.Once author had been physicist and contributed new

theory to physical society in domestic and abroad.Then he found dis-integrity

of the soceity international.The new theory would influence not only physics,

but also ideolgy(religeon).The vaccume world is not mere an empty,but on the

contrary,a full saturation where everything become possible without nature low

restriction.Yes,it's the allmighty world invisible but infulential to us.

Recently Author had to survey geoscience(CCC).Then he also noticed.By anyrate,

geoscientists seems to hesitate to declare the serious facts of CCC,as for

which,author could not helpt to consider they has been threatened.This is too

serious to secure global mankid survibing.Then why not ?.



❹The two Faces of USA:goverment and international CIA with invisible budget.

⑴The movie "JFK" by Oliver Stone had well disclosed the reality of CIA and

militally industry complex in USA.It was evident fact that own goverment

orgainiztion CIA had killed own boss the president.This fact imply us that

the international CIA is another ultra-insidious goverment of USA.

⑵The 2nd flor structure of USA in the world:

Then we encounter question why so USA is abnormal ?.It is entirely due to

entrepreneure dictatorship by such as Rockfeller family who monopolize almost

American wealth.In the matter of course,they would encounter hates of people.

Hence they made conspiracy to turn their hates to abroad,which has been

perpetual wars against abroad enemies set up. Another trick is make them

consider comfortable and higher status by stimulating singular prosperity of

USA than any other nations in the world(strategy American dream with 2nd

flor sturucture against abroad).That is,American are inhabitants of 2nd

flor,while other nation people are that of 1st flor(Dr S.Umano).To sustain

such prosperity need more income from abroad,which has been entirely caused

from exploiting foreign nations(Latain America,middle east,Asia,etc).Then CIA

and milltally force always become necessary.Since those were all stealings

from abroad.All of liberation acts and movements against USA in the world has

been entirely caused from such criminal acts of USA.For example,invasion on

Afganistan and Iraq are unprecedental evident crimes of American,which must be

urgently justiced.Author know persons accusing crimes of own nation.However

most of American still will not admit officially their outrageous outlow acts

with violences. Evident low violences without punishments is the most

remarkable feature of CIA, as for which also author can testify many and many.

CIA is an illegal,dangerous and terribly rich mad dogs without neck chain.

⑶Not only American is spererior than other nation people.USA till Sep 2008,has

been caused from such singularity of the minor entrepreneure and their subs.

Unlucky for USA,they are nation people without long history,but are emigrants

ensemble for seeking monetary sucess.The consequnece are sharp and abnormal

distribution of wealth.Above all,American must reexamine themselves.American

seems isolated iland people like as us Japanese who will not think of

outrageous nuisance in outer-world and always entirely worry about ownself.

⑷American must become ordinaly nation people with global equality.Now the time

is best oppotunity to realize.Also Carbon reduction rate 80% urges it.

Unless it,American(also Japanese)would destroy all the world in near future.



❺What is their final relief ?!:

Certainly an ego-centrism is a kernel problem of all of us.The evil gene has

been caused from histrical enviroments which had made them so.That is,excess

comepetetion in survibing in sever enviroment which destroy will to co-live with

others.(Hence,on the contrary,it is also them who has been wishing communism of

mono-fellow community than anyone else).Then problem is mono-fellow,which should

turn to be multi-fellows.This is a very important diversity to suit enviromental

change.Without diversity,adaptability chance would be decreased in enviromental

change.Our thinking in brain is a filtering process for aiming final ordered

adaptabilty from chaotic diverse ideas. Hence a mono-culture is tend to become

stubborn and narrow minded conservatism which frequently is favor of and form

fascism like as the CIA. Do you really wish world becoming one like "the movie

Matrix" ?. Making unrest situation for them make situation more worse.

Above mentioned essential mechanism should be recognized by all of us.

Then what could make them rest ?. It should be asked Pope Benedict XVI.

Then note that a vaccume world is the allmighty one,which had been proved.

As tell for German culture,author once became terribly favour of their attitude.

Dr Faust(by ancient legend)wished and tried to survey the supreme dominator of

this world by dealing even own soul after death with devil Mephistopheress.It's

very interesting and plausible spirit to deal with and throw down own soul to

devil.Such act never easilly can be imitated by commonplace mind.And he finally

also tried to create new land for people.Thus his soul was reliefed at last by

Angel.It's a story that now everyone wish.

In authors view point,both white European and black African are absolutely

necessary,because they could do what we could not do and is useful for us.

Therefore also author has been entirely trying to do what both of them could not.


